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1. Introduction
The Atlantic Marine Intertropical Convergence Zone (AMI) is a central element in the tropical Atlantic climate 
system. The term AMI denotes the climatological envelope of tropical convective rain systems across the 
Atlantic ocean between West Africa and South America. The AMI seasonal migration is closely linked with 
seasonal rainfall variations over the adjacent land regions, giving it substantial societal significance (Bischoff & 
Schneider, 2014; Janicot et al., 2011; Schneider et al., 2014; Thorncroft et al., 2011). The AMI lies at the nexus 
of the trade wind systems of the Northern and Southern Hemispheres, which provide the moisture for the convec-
tion, respond to the associated convective heating, and interact with the underlying ocean to shape the climate 
of the larger tropical domain (Okumura & Xie, 2004; Peyrillé et al., 2016; Sultan & Janicot, 2003). Seasonal 
and interannual variability of the AMI and its extensions over the neighboring continents are closely associated 
with seasonal and interannual anomalies in the trade winds, sea surface temperature (SST), and the upper ocean 
circulation (Doi et al., 2012; Lamb et al., 1986; Mischell & Lee, 2022).

There are large gaps in our understanding of what controls the location and intensity of the global Intertropical 
Convergence Zone (ITCZ), and the AMI in particular. There is a close connection between the AMI and high 
tropical SST (≃29°C) but the relationship is not simple. The dynamical and physical properties of the surround-
ing atmospheric environment of the ITCZ are also important. To date there is no clear theory that combines 
these factors (SST, properties of the ITCZ and its environment) to provide a comprehensive understanding of the 

Abstract A generalized ω-equation is used to identify the contributions from different processes that force 
upward motions in the Atlantic Marine ITCZ (AMI) from a numerical mesoscale simulation of June 2010. 
This ω-equation separates the diabatic heating contributions, which lie at the core of the Weak Temperature 
Gradient (WTG) framework, from the dynamical terms. Three layers of atmosphere are found with different 
balance. In the Marine Atmospheric Boundary-Layer (MABL), the upward motions in the AMI are induced 
by the frontogenesis and buoyancy components, which are regulated by the ageostrophic adjustment due to the 
presence of thermal-wind imbalance. The balance of these three processes well captures the variability of the 
vertical velocity and the associated precipitation, meaning that boundary-layer processes play a central role in 
the AMI dynamics. In the layer [600–2,000 m], a zone of strong vertical wind-shear just above the MABL, the 
upward motions are induced by the ageostrophic adjustment and radiative components, which are counteracted 
by evaporation of convective precipitation. Above 2,000 m the ascending motions are driven by the deep 
convection heating, as expected by the WTG framework, and more surprisingly by the ageostrophic adjustment 
term within the Tropical Easterly Jet. Thanks to the use of the ω-equation, these results extend the current WTG 
framework to the boundary layer, where it is not expected to hold. In the free troposphere, the WTG framework 
only accounts for half of the AMI ascent, the other half being forced by the dynamical terms.

Plain Language Summary Upward motions in the Atlantic Marine ITCZ are generally explained 
as resulting from latent heat release associated with deep convection in the troposphere. This study shows that 
this approach is challenged by other processes on the vertical. In the lowest atmospheric layers, upward motions 
are driven by frontogenetic processes induced by wind convergence and by differential heating associated with 
the turbulent heat fluxes. In the middle troposphere, upward motions are controlled by ageostrophic adjustment, 
characterizing an unbalanced system, and radiative heating. In the deep troposphere, ascending motions are 
controlled by heating induced by the convective latent heat release, as expected by classic theories, but more 
surprisingly also by ageostrophic adjustment within the Tropical Easterly Jet. These results shows that dynamic 
forcings have an equivalent role to diabatic forcings in the production of upward motions within the ITCZ.
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climatological evolution of the AMI. The discrepancies in our knowledge are reflected in large biases in tropi-
cal SST and rainfall simulated by the majority of coupled global circulation models (Doi et al., 2012; Samanta 
et al., 2019; Voldoire et al., 2019; Wahl et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2021). Even models with prescribed SST often 
display a poor simulation of the AMI location and intensity, particularly in the Atlantic (Crespo et al., 2019). 
These problems affect our ability to describe, understand, and predict regional climate variability.

In ITCZ regions like in the AMI, low-level moisture convergence is often presented as the engine of upward 
motion and precipitation, so surface convergence might be an important factor determining where deep convec-
tion occurs at least at monthly time scale (Back & Bretherton, 2009). However, latent heating in deep convective 
systems also causes upward motion at smaller convective time scales (≃6 hr), which induces low-level conver-
gence by continuity, thus this circular relationship offers no insights into the physical processes which generate 
low-level wind convergence and finally deep convection and heavy precipitation.

Numerous studies have investigated the influence of the SST on low-level wind convergence, deep convec-
tion, and associated precipitation in tropical regions (Back & Bretherton, 2009; Crespo et al., 2019; Diakhaté 
et al., 2018; Kang & Held, 2012; Meynadier et al., 2016) using a hierarchy of linear idealized models (Lindzen 
& Nigam,  1987; Neelin,  1989; Sobel & Neelin,  2006; Wang & Li,  1993; Zebiak,  1982) because they allow 
for a straightforward identification of the physical processes. These models control the surface wind conver-
gence by SST-induced pressure adjustment (Lindzen & Nigam, 1987) and vertical momentum mixing (Chiang 
& Zebiak, 2000; McGauley et al., 2004; Stevens et al., 2002), so they have the merit of simplifying a complex 
problem. However, these simplifications give a distorted picture of what primitive equation models do and thus 
limit our understanding of the AMI dynamics and origins of biases of climate models in the tropics.

In the absence of a large horizontal gradient, the free troposphere is expected to follow the Weak Temperature 
Gradient (WTG) approximation (Sobel et al., 2001) relating the vertical profile of vertical velocity to the diaba-
tic heating. The applicability of WTG has been discussed by Nie and Sobel (2016) with a simplified numerical 
protocol. This protocol couples a single column cloud resolving model, which solves the diabatic forcing, and a 
Quasi-Geostrophic (QG) ω-equation, which solves the vertical velocity. For scale disturbances greater than the 
Rossby radius of deformation (Ro), these authors have shown that the vertical velocity is controlled by the hori-
zontal advection of vorticity, while for scale disturbances smaller than Ro, the vertical velocity is controlled by the 
temperature horizontal advection and diabatic heating. As a consequence, the WTG approximation is only valid 
for small scale disturbances and only when the temperature horizontal advection vanishes. Therefore, for inter-
mediate scales around Ro, the system is not entirely controlled by diabatic (latent heat release of deep convection) 
or by adiabatic (advections of vorticity and temperature) processes, but by an infinite number of intermediate 
regimes including dynamical and thermodynamical processes. In the same line, Sobel and Neelin (2006) have 
shown that the deep convection results of boundary-layer temperature-convergence and high tropospheric latent 
heat release, which stand the system out of the WTG approximation.

Motivation of this study is to propose an extension of the Nie and Sobel's work in proceeding to an exhaustive and 
accurate identification of the processes involved in generation of wind convergence/divergence, namely genera-
tion of vertical velocity, in the AMI as an archetype of the ITCZ, by considering the system in its full complexity. 
In the free troposphere the weak temperature and pressure horizontal gradient allows linking the diabatic heating 
to the vertical velocity (Sobel et al., 2001) but it remains limited to the deep tropics and does not account for 
the forcing by the boundary-layer processes. In the present study particular attention is paid to processes in the 
marine atmospheric boundary layer (MABL) and refine their connections with the SST and turbulent surface 
heat fluxes. To achieve this objective, we evaluate the physical processes that stand behind vertical velocity in the 
primitive equations system, which is the common dynamical core of climate models. In this more general frame-
work than linearized models cited above, the approach used in this study to infer the vertical velocity is based on 
the restoring of the thermal-wind balance because it links the mass and circulation fields. In this way, it will be 
possible to identify the respective roles of diabatic and adiabatic forcing in the production of vertical velocity.

According to the adiabatic Quasi-Geostrophic (QG) ω-equation, the vertical velocity motions are induced by 
convergence of the Q-vectors (Holton & Hakim, 2013; Hoskins et al., 1978). The QG ω-equation however neglects 
ageostrophic effects, friction and diabatic processes, particularly ones associated with SST and marine surface 
fluxes, which also affect vertical motions in the atmosphere, particularly in the MABL. Consequently, general-
ized ω-equations have been derived for the atmosphere and the ocean which include these processes (Giordani 
& Planton,  2000; Krishnamurti,  1968; Pauley & Nieman,  1992; Räisänen,  1995) to study factors affecting  
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vertical motions in the atmosphere (Stepanyuk et al., 2017) or ocean dynamics at fronts, filaments and eddies 
(Giordani & Caniaux, 2014; Giordani et al., 2006; Pascual et al., 2004; Ruiz et al., 2009).

In this study, the generalized ω-equation developed in Giordani and Planton (2000) is applied on a simulation 
of the regional Meso-NH model implemented in the tropical Atlantic. The month of June 2010 was chosen to 
be simulated because the SST and precipitation monthly anomalies reached 1.1°C and more than 1 mm day −1, 
respectively, that represents more than two standard deviations from the mean over the period 1982–2016. 
This confirms the exceptional character of June 2010 and also of year 2010 (Marengo et  al., 2013; Sodré & 
Filho,  2013). The generalized form of the ω-equation is applied to this simulation to diagnose the physical 
processes which generate vertical velocity in the AMI at hourly frequency. In that way, it is possible to propose a 
conceptual scheme of the AMI dynamics and to point out the mechanisms of coupling between the marine surface 
(SST, Flux) and wind convergence.

2. The Atmospheric Model Configuration for the AMI
The host model is the French community non-hydrostatic atmospheric simulation system Meso-NH (Lac 
et  al.,  2018; Lafore et  al.,  1998), which has been jointly developed by the Center National de Recherches 
Météorologiques [Météo-France and the Center National de la Recherche Scientifique (CNRS)] and the Labo-
ratoire d’Aérologie (CNRS). This limited-area research model is based on the Durran (1989) modified anelastic 
system. It offers a complete physical package, including a fully interactive biosphere model, that is capable 
of doing simulations over a wide range of resolutions (100 km–1 m) for both real and idealized cases. It also 
provides powerful diagnostics to analyze model results in details.

For the present study, the following physical parameterizations have been activated: (a) the one-dimensional 
version of a turbulent scheme (Cuxart et  al.,  2000) based on diagnostic second-order moments and a turbu-
lent kinetic energy equation and the mixing length of Bougeault and Lacarrère (1989); (b) a bulk microphysics 
scheme combining a three-class ice parameterization with Kessler's scheme for warm processes (Caniaux & 
Redelsperger,  1994; Pinty & Jabouille,  1998); (c) a convective scheme (Bechtold et  al.,  2001) adapted from 
Kain and Fritsch (1993); (d) the European Center for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) operational 
radiation (Morcrette, 1991); and (e) the Interactions between the Surface-Biosphere-Atmosphere (ISBA) surface 
scheme of Mahfouf and Noilhan (1996). To improve the surface flux parameterization over ocean, the ECUME 
scheme based on multicampaigns has been activated (Belamari, 2005).

2.1. Initial and Boundary Conditions

Figure 1 presents the simulation domain extending from 63°W to 18°E in longitude and from 21°S to 21°N in 
latitude with a 10 km horizontal resolution representing 900 × 480 of grid points. In the vertical, the domain 
reaches a height of 22 km, using a stretched mesh from 10 m near the surface to 700 m in the upper troposphere 
and a sponge layer above 20 km to avoid wave reflection at the rigid upper boundary.

The atmospheric initial and lateral boundary conditions and SST are provided by the ERA-Interim (ERAi) reanal-
ysis at 6-hourly frequency. June average SST and surface wind presented in Figure 1 highlight the presence of 
the equatorial cold tongue (≃22°C) due to the upwelling establishment in spring in the Gulf of Guinea and a 
maximum SST (>29°C) across the equatorial Atlantic basin and along the Brazilian coasts where the surface 
wind converges.

The lateral boundary conditions and SST are interpolated at each model time step (Δt = 30 s). The propagation 
of the lateral boundary conditions uses a method which modifies the prognostic equations in a zone close to the 
boundaries. This method combines a Newtonian nudging scheme (Davies, 1976) and a radiative propagation 
scheme for open boundaries (Klemp & Wilhelmson, 1978). The nudging technique imposes a relaxation of the 
prognostic variables toward large-scale variables over several rows of the simulation domain, and the radiative 
technique propagates the lateral boundary conditions by advection using a velocity normal to the boundaries 
(Carpenter, 1982).The number of relaxed rows from the lateral boundaries was kept equal to 4, and the phase 
speed of the radiative technique was kept equal to 30 ms −1. This compromise led to a very clean behavior of the 
prognostic variables near the lateral boundaries.
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The initialization of continental surface conditions is more complex as more than 20 surface (surface albedo, 
emissivity, fraction of vegetation, and leaf area index) and subsurface (type of soil, moisture conditions) proper-
ties need to be prescribed within the surface-biosphere scheme. For that initialization purpose, the ECOCLIMAP 
high-resolution land surface parameter database (Masson et al., 2003) is used, which is designed to initialize 
meteorological and climate models and initial moisture conditions are provided by the ERAi reanalyses. Starting 
from the above initial conditions, the model is integrated for 30 days from the 1 to 30 of June 2010. Atmospheric 
variables, diabatic and momentum fluxes and SST have been stored at hourly frequency in order to compute 
Q-vectors which force the generalized ω-equation.

3. Simulation of June 2010
Synoptic validations of the monthly mean precipitable water (PW), low-level vertical velocity (i.e., wind conver-
gence), and monthly accumulated precipitation are presented in Figure 2. The Meso-NH and ERAi large struc-
tures of PW (Figures 2b and 2a) are close meaning that the model is realistic in simulating the humidity over 
troposphere. Because of its higher spatial resolution, the model simulates finer PW structures and latitudinal 
intrusions of PW associated with oscillations of the AMI in comparison with ERAi. Upward motions in the 
latitude belt [0−10°N] displayed by ERAi vertical velocity at 950 hPa (≃600 m, Figure 2c) are also present in 
the simulation (Figure 2d) but with a southward tilt and stronger intensities on the southern flank of the AMI. 
In response to high PW and vertical velocity, the simulated accumulated precipitation is maximum (≃800 mm, 
Figure 2f) in the eastern part of the basin and along the Brazilian coasts. This amount is consistent with TRMM 
data (Figure  2e), but the shape of the simulated precipitation is a little tilted southward in comparison with 
TRMM because of the vertical velocity forcing (Figure 2d). In addition, the model underestimates TRMM in the 
central part of the basin due to weaker upward vertical motion (Figure 2d). The high spot of precipitation around 
9°S (Figure 2e) was due to the heavy precipitation event that occurred on 17 June (Silva et al., 2018).

Local validations of the model were performed versus in situ data collected on 15 buoys of the PIRATA network 
(Bourlès et al., 2019) during June 2010 and presented on Figure 3. The high correlation for SST between model 
and observation (r = 0.96) confirms that in situ data were assimilated into ERAi. This is an important point to 
investigate the role of the SST and surface flux on the wind convergence. The model/observation correlations 
obtained for the temperature (T2m), specific humidity (Q2m), sea level pressure (SLP) and the surface wind  

Figure 1. June 2010 averaged SST (°C) and surface wind (m s −1).
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(U10 m, V10 m) are substantially high (0.9, 0.86, 0.9, 0.76, 0.86), respectively, and robust, because of the large 
number of data (≃8,000) used in computing these correlations.

The link of the sea level pressure (SLP) and precipitation rates on SST are estimated from the PIRATA buoy 
observations (Figures 4a and 4b) and model data (Figures 4c and 4d) interpolated at the buoys positions. The 
linear regressions in Figures 4a and 4b indicate that observations and model display similar negative main trends 
of SLP versus SST with correlation coefficients of Corobs = 0.35 and Cormodel = 0.32, respectively. These coeffi-
cients show a link of SLP to SST but it is moderate because of a large dispersion of SLP around these regressions. 
This result points out that the SST is not the only driver of the mass distribution, or pressure, which partly drives 
the circulation.

The precipitation rates collected by the rain gauges at the PIRATA buoys show a mode for SST around 29°C with 
extreme intensities ranging between 16 and 28 mm day −1. Except the fact that observations are subject to errors, 
such extreme values are not present in the simulation because the model resolution (Δx = 10 km) needs to use 
a parametrization of deep convection. We can also note a skewness of the simulation distribution toward higher 
SSTs (≃30°C) compared to that of the observation (29°C). According to the Clausius-Clapeyron relationship, 
the higher saturation vapor pressure at 30°C than at 29°C could explain the precipitation decrease above 29°C in 
observations, while the occurrence of precipitation above 29°C in simulation could be the consequence of strong 
ascending vertical velocities because they force condensation.

The June average circulations in the AMI cross section at 20°W (see Figure  7a for the track of the vertical 
Section) for ERAi (Figure 5a) and Meso-NH simulation (Figure 5b) both highlight the strong ascending motions 
between 4°N and 10°N. The main ascending zone is well captured by Meso-NH between 4°N and 9°N. Meso-NH 
reproduces the associated deep meridional circulations, although the upper-level ascent is overestimated in the 
model. The shallow meridional circulation is also represented by the model south of 5°N in the [0–4,000 m] 

Figure 2. June 2010 averaged precipitable water (mm) (a) ERAi, (b) Meso-NH; Vertical velocity (m s −1) (c) ERAi at 
950 hPa, (d) Meso-NH averaged over the MABL (≃600 m) and Accumulated precipitation (mm) (e) TRMM, (f) Meso-NH.
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Figure 3. Scatterplots between observations (x axis) and simulation (y axis) data of the SST (°C), statistics: 𝐴𝐴 𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂 = 27.1 , 
MNH = 26.9 , Cor = 0.96; Temperature at z = 2 m (T2M, °C), statistics: 𝐴𝐴 𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂 = 26.3 , MNH = 25.7 , Cor = 0.9; specific 
humidity at z = 2 m (Q2M, g kg −1), statistics: 𝐴𝐴 𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂 = 14.9 , MNH = 14.85 , Cor = 0.86; Sea level pressure SLP (hPa), 
statistics: 𝐴𝐴 𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂 = 1015 , MNH = 1014 , Cor = 0.9; zonal wind component at z = 10 m (U10 M, m s −1) statistics: 𝐴𝐴 𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂 = −4.4 , 
MNH = −4 , Cor = 0.76; and meridional wind component at z = 10 m (V10 M, m s −1), statistics: 𝐴𝐴 S set means.

Figure 4. Sea level pressure (SLP, hPa) versus SST (°C) at PIRATA buoys (a) observations and (b) simulation. Red lines are 
the linear regression between SLP and SST. Precipitation rate (mm h −1) versus SST (°C) at PIRATA buoys (c) observations 
and (d) simulation.
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layer. It consists in a southerly inflow below 2,000 m, and a northerly return flow, which takes place in the layers 
[2,000–4,000 m] in Meso-NH and [2,000–6,000 m] in ERAi. The forcing terms of this shallow circulation is 
detailed in Section 4.3.2.

The superimpositions of the mean vertical velocity in the MABL (WMNH) on SST (Figure 6a), on turbulent 
surface heat flux (FLUX  =  H  +  LE; Figure  6b) and on MABL (defined from the potential temperature as: 
θ(z) − θ(z = 10 m) ≥ 0.2°C Figure 6c) show good correspondence between the axis of maximum WMNH with 
highest SSTs (29°C) but not with the highest fluxes and highest MABL heights, as expected. In fact, this axis 
corresponds to minimum fluxes and minimum MABL heights indicating that the roles of these factors (SST, flux, 
MABL) on vertical velocity are poorly understood. In order to advance this understanding, the next Sections are 
devoted to identifying the physical processes generating vertical velocity and their links to the properties of the 
sea surface.

4. Processes of Vertical Motion
4.1. Generalized ω-Equation

In Giordani and Planton (2000) and Giordani et al. (2006), the full ageostrophic circulation 𝐴𝐴 �⃗�𝑈𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 = (𝑢𝑢𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎, 𝑣𝑣𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎, 𝑤𝑤) is 
inferred from the material derivative of the Thermal-Wind Imbalance (TWI) defined as:

⎧
⎪
⎨
⎪
⎩

𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 𝑇𝑇(𝑥𝑥) = 𝑓𝑓
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
+

𝑔𝑔

𝜃𝜃

𝜕𝜕𝜃𝜃

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
= 𝑓𝑓

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝑎𝑎𝑔𝑔

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 𝑇𝑇(𝜕𝜕) = 𝑓𝑓
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
−

𝑔𝑔

𝜃𝜃

𝜕𝜕𝜃𝜃

𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥
= 𝑓𝑓

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝑎𝑎𝑔𝑔

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

 (1)

where u, v, θ, and f are the zonal and meridional components of the wind, the potential temperature and the Cori-

olis parameter, respectively. The combination of the Lagrangian trend equation of TWI 𝐴𝐴

(
𝑑𝑑 ⃗𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 𝑇𝑇

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

)
 and the mass 

conservation equation, generalizes the Hoskins et al. (1978) form of the vertical velocity, which is based on the 
quasi-geostrophic (QG) hypothesis, to the primitive equations system. The generalized form of the ω-equation 
used in this paper writes as follows:

⎧
⎪
⎨
⎪
⎩

𝑓𝑓
2
𝜕𝜕
2
𝑤𝑤

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕2
+𝑁𝑁

2
∇

2

ℎ
𝑤𝑤 = ∇⃗.�⃗�𝑄𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡

�⃗�𝑄𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 = 2�⃗�𝑄𝑣𝑣 + �⃗�𝑄𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 + �⃗�𝑄𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑣𝑣𝑑𝑑 + �⃗�𝑄𝑑𝑑 + �⃗�𝑄𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 + �⃗�𝑄𝛽𝛽

 (2)

Figure 5. [y − z] cross section at the longitude 20°W of vertical velocity (m s −1) (a) ERAi (WERAI), (b) simulation 
(WMNH).
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where 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
2
=

𝑔𝑔

𝜃𝜃

𝜕𝜕𝜃𝜃

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
 is the Brünt Väisäila frequency. The six forcings of the ω-Equation 2 are the divergence of each 

Q-vector. Conceptually the ω-equation is a balance between the Q-vectors on the right-hand side of Equation 2 
which produce the TWI and the vertical velocity w on the left-hand side of Equation 2 which tends to restore 
the thermal-wind balance. Q-vectors are the physical processes which are sources of vertical velocity and whose 
expressions are given below:

Frontogenesis: Qv

⎧
⎪
⎨
⎪
⎩

𝑄𝑄𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 = −
𝑔𝑔

𝜃𝜃

(
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

𝜕𝜕𝑣𝑣

𝜕𝜕𝜃𝜃

𝜕𝜕𝑣𝑣
+

𝜕𝜕𝑣𝑣

𝜕𝜕𝑣𝑣

𝜕𝜕𝜃𝜃

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

)

𝑄𝑄𝑣𝑣𝜕𝜕 = −
𝑔𝑔

𝜃𝜃

(
𝜕𝜕𝑣𝑣

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

𝜕𝜕𝜃𝜃

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
+

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

𝜕𝜕𝜃𝜃

𝜕𝜕𝑣𝑣

) 

Diabatic: Qdiab

⎧
⎪
⎨
⎪
⎩

𝑄𝑄𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 = −
𝑔𝑔

𝜃𝜃

𝜕𝜕

𝜕𝜕𝑑𝑑

(
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

)

𝑄𝑄𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 = −
𝑔𝑔

𝜃𝜃

𝜕𝜕

𝜕𝜕𝑑𝑑

(
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

) 

Ageostrophic Shear: Qvag

⎧
⎪
⎨
⎪
⎩

𝑄𝑄𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 = 𝑓𝑓

(
𝜕𝜕𝑣𝑣

𝜕𝜕𝑣𝑣

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
−

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

𝜕𝜕𝑣𝑣

𝜕𝜕𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

)

𝑄𝑄𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 = 𝑓𝑓

(
𝜕𝜕𝑣𝑣

𝜕𝜕𝑣𝑣

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
−

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

𝜕𝜕𝑣𝑣

𝜕𝜕𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

) 

Figure 6. Superimposition of the June averaged boundary-layer vertical velocity (m s −1) with (a) SST (°C), (b) sensible and 
latent heat flux (W m −2), (c) MABL (m).
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Turbulent Momentum: Qd

⎧
⎪
⎨
⎪
⎩

𝑄𝑄𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 = 𝑓𝑓
𝜕𝜕

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

(
1

𝜌𝜌

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝑦𝑦𝜕𝜕

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

)

𝑄𝑄𝑑𝑑𝑦𝑦 = −𝑓𝑓
𝜕𝜕

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

(
1

𝜌𝜌

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝑑𝑑𝜕𝜕

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

) 

Ageostrophic Trend: Qtr

⎧
⎪
⎨
⎪
⎩

𝑄𝑄𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 =
𝑑𝑑

𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡

(
𝑓𝑓
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

)

𝑄𝑄𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 = −
𝑑𝑑

𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡

(
𝑓𝑓
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

) 

β Forcing: Qβ

⎧
⎪
⎨
⎪
⎩

𝑄𝑄𝛽𝛽𝛽𝛽 = −𝛽𝛽𝛽𝛽
𝜕𝜕𝛽𝛽

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

𝑄𝑄𝛽𝛽𝛽𝛽 = 𝛽𝛽𝛽𝛽
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

 

The diabatic Q-vector Qdiab includes the diabatic fluxes Fdiab of deep convection, radiation, turbulent and shallow 
convection. In this study, we choose to merge the turbulent and shallow convection fluxes into a buoyancy flux 
(𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑏𝑏 = 𝑤𝑤′𝜃𝜃

′

𝑣𝑣

⏟⏟⏟

𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑏𝑏𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡

+ 𝑤𝑤𝑐𝑐𝜃𝜃𝑣𝑣
⏟⏟⏟

𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠𝑤𝑤 𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡𝑣𝑣𝑡𝑡𝑐𝑐𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡

 ) so that Qdiab has three components which are:

�⃗�𝑄𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 = �⃗�𝑄𝑑𝑑

⏟⏟⏟

𝑑𝑑𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑑𝑑𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏

+ �⃗�𝑄𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑐𝑐

⏟⏟⏟

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑐𝑐𝑑𝑑𝑏𝑏𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏

+ �⃗�𝑄𝑟𝑟𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

⏟⏟⏟

𝑟𝑟𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏

 

Figure 7. June averaged boundary-layer (a) simulated vertical velocity (WMNH, m s −1). The black lines bound the AMI 
region which correspond to maxima of vertical velocity. The blue segment is the track of the vertical Section across the AMI 
where occur the most intense ascending motions. (b) Retrieved vertical velocity (WQT, m s −1) after inversion of ω-Equation 2 
and (c) difference WQT − WMNH (m s −1).
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and the dynamic Q-vector Qdyn has five components which are:

�⃗�𝑄𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 = �⃗�𝑄𝑣𝑣 + �⃗�𝑄𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 + �⃗�𝑄𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 + �⃗�𝑄𝑑𝑑 + �⃗�𝑄𝛽𝛽 

•  The frontogenesis Q-vector Qv—also named kinematic Q-vector—results of the product of the velocity gradi-
ent tensor with the temperature gradient. Physically it represents the temporal change in the horizontal temper-
ature gradient induced by the horizontal wind field.

•  The ageostrophic Q-vector Qvag represents the stretching and reorientation of the preexisting vector TWI 
by the horizontal wind field. Components of TWI are the components of the ageostrophic horizontal pseu-
dovorticity vector 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎

ℎ
= (−𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 𝑇𝑇(𝑦𝑦)∕𝑓𝑓𝑓 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 𝑇𝑇(𝑥𝑥)∕𝑓𝑓 ) . The difference between horizontal pseudo-vorticity and 

vorticity is due to the terms ∂yw and −∂xw, respectively.
•  The material derivative of TWI represented by Qtr generalizes the ω-equation by taking into account the TWI 

storage and advection terms. As mentioned in Pietri et al. (2021), there has not yet been much study on this 
term.

•  The turbulent momentum Q-vector Qd takes into account the turbulent momentum flux 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴 and modifies the 
vertical shear of horizontal wind by turbulence.

•  The β Q-vector can be expressed as 𝐴𝐴 �⃗�𝑄𝛽𝛽 = 𝛽𝛽𝛽𝛽𝜁𝜁𝑝𝑝𝑝 (with 𝐴𝐴 𝜁𝜁𝑝𝑝𝑝

(
−

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
,
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

)
 the horizontal pseudovorticity). As conse-

quence, Qβ changes the vertical shear of the wind when the meridional wind (v) transports 𝐴𝐴 𝜁𝜁𝑝𝑝𝑝 .

In the QG approximation, the ω-equation includes only the forcing term Qv, but considering the geostrophic 
wind and not the total wind (Hoskins et  al.,  1978). In this framework the thermal-wind balance destruction 
(or thermal-wind imbalance production) by the geostrophic wind is instantaneously restored by the ageo-
strophic circulation and the corresponding vertical velocity. A first step toward generalization is the adding of 
the ageostrophic shear term Qvag, corresponding to the contribution of ageostrophic advections, so-called Semi 
Geostrophic (SG) approximation. SG still assumes that the ageostrophic circulation restores the thermal-wind 
balance at any time, but it rectifies the forcing Qv by considering the total wind instead of the geostrophic wind, 
as in the QG approximation. A last step is to use the generalized (or primitive) form which considers that the 
vertical velocity (ageostrophic circulation) does not restore at any time the thermal-wind balance. This introduces 
the trend term Qtr, which includes gravity-wave adjustments. In addition, the inclusion of diabatic fluxes in the 
temperature equation and turbulent momentum flux in the momentum equation introduces the forcing terms 
Qdiab and Qd, which are significant in the tropics. Finally Qβ refers to the advection of planetary vorticity by the 
meridional wind. The QG and SG approximation frameworks show how the Q-vectors are successively activated 
following the full primitive equation system. It is noteworthy that the WTG approximation, which relies on 
the vertical advection and diabatic heating balance, is a degenerate form of the QG ω-equation because it does 
take into account the stretching term 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

2 𝜕𝜕
2
𝑤𝑤

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕2
 . Then the WTG approximation reduces the QG ω-Equation 2 to: 

𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
2
∇

2

ℎ
𝑤𝑤 = ∇⃗.�⃗�𝑄𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 .

In the primitive equation system, the TWI (or equivalently horizontal pseudo-vorticity) is produced by alter-
ing either the horizontal temperature gradient through the buoyancy Qb, convection Qconv, radiation Qrad and 
frontogenesis Qv forcings, either the vertical shear of the horizontal wind through the turbulent momentum Qd, 
ageostrophy Qvag, trend Qtr and Qβ forcings. Formally, 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴 = 𝑓𝑓

2 𝜕𝜕
2

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕2
+𝑁𝑁

2
∇

2

ℎ
 is an elliptic operator which has to be 

inverted to infer the vertical velocity from w = L −1[∇.Q].

Due to the linear nature of Equation 2, its solution WQT can be represented as the superposition of these 8 
components:

𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊 = 𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊 +𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊 +𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊
⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟

𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊

+𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊 +𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊 +𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊 𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊 +𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊 +𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊
⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟

𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊

 (3)

Inversion of Equation 2 gives access to the w-components associated with distinct process:

•  Buoyancy flux: Qb → WQB
•  Radiation: Qrad → WQRAD
•  Convection: Qconv → WQCONV
•  Turbulent momentum flux: Qd → WQD so-called Ekman pumping
•  Frontogenesis: Qv → WQV
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•  Ageostrophy: Qvag → WQVAG
•  TWI-trend: Qtr → WQTR
•  β: Qβ → WQBETA

As indicated by Equation 2, the diabatic w-components WQB, WQRAD, and WQCONV are controlled by the 
Laplacian of the vertical stretching of fluxes which represent the local warming (∇ 2F < 0) or cooling (∇ 2F > 0). 
WQD is related to the vertical shear of the momentum flux curl, namely the Ekman pumping. WQTR explicitly 
contains the Lagrangian rate of change of the vertical shear of the ageostrophic vertical vorticity 𝐴𝐴

(
𝜁𝜁
𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎

𝑧𝑧

)
 . Conse-

quently, this means that the generalized Equation 2 can also be interpreted in terms of the rate of change of 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎

𝑧𝑧  . 
As mentioned in Viùdez et al. (1996), this term has to be considered for significant ageostrophic flow where the 
QG and SG approximations are not valid.

4.2. Method and Numerical Solution

The elliptic operator L is solved in the grid space based on the following iterative process. In the three-dimensional 
coordinate system (x, y, z), Equation 2 is discretized with centered second-order derivatives and is transformed 
as follows to be solved iteratively.

⎧
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩

𝐴𝐴(𝑘𝑘)𝑤𝑤
𝑛𝑛
(𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑘𝑘 − 1) + 𝐵𝐵(𝑘𝑘)𝑤𝑤

𝑛𝑛
(𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑘𝑘) + 𝐶𝐶(𝑘𝑘)𝑤𝑤

𝑛𝑛
(𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑘𝑘 + 1) = 𝑌𝑌

(𝑛𝑛−1)
(𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑘𝑘) Inversion → 𝑤𝑤

𝑛𝑛

∗

𝑤𝑤
𝑛𝑛
(𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑘𝑘) = (1 − 𝛼𝛼)𝑤𝑤

(𝑛𝑛−1)
(𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑘𝑘) + 𝛼𝛼𝑤𝑤

𝑛𝑛

∗ Relaxation

where

𝐴𝐴(𝑘𝑘) =
𝑓𝑓

2

Δ𝑧𝑧2

𝐵𝐵(𝑘𝑘) = −2

(
𝑓𝑓

2

Δ𝑧𝑧2
+𝑁𝑁

2

(
1

Δ𝑥𝑥2
+

1

Δ𝑦𝑦2

))

𝐶𝐶(𝑘𝑘) =
𝑓𝑓

2

Δ𝑧𝑧2

𝑌𝑌
(𝑛𝑛−1)

(𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑘𝑘) = ∇⃗.�⃗�𝑄 −𝑁𝑁
2

(
𝑤𝑤

(𝑛𝑛−1)
(𝑖𝑖 − 1𝑖 𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑘𝑘) +𝑤𝑤

(𝑛𝑛−1)
(𝑖𝑖 + 1𝑖 𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑘𝑘)

Δ𝑥𝑥2
+

𝑤𝑤
(𝑛𝑛−1)

(𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑖𝑖 − 1𝑖 𝑘𝑘) +𝑤𝑤
(𝑛𝑛−1)

(𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑖𝑖 + 1𝑖 𝑘𝑘)

Δ𝑦𝑦2

)

 (4)

where (i, j, k), Δx, Δy, Δz stand for indexes and grid mesh in the (x, y, z) directions, respectively, and n is the iter-
ation step. A, B, C are the coefficients of the tridiagonal matrix which defines the vertical part of operator L. The 
horizontal part of L is represented by the crossed w-terms in Y (n−1). Inversion of this matrix on the vertical gives 
an estimation of the vertical velocity 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

𝑛𝑛

∗ at iteration n (first equation of System 4). Overrelaxation (α = 1.6) is 
used to accelerate the convergence to provide the final solution after 60 iterations (second equation of System 4). 
System (4) has a unique solution if boundary conditions are known for all the domain. In this way, the solutions 
depend only on the accuracy of the Q-vector forcing.

The ability of the inversion method (Equation 4) to recover the vertical velocity of the model (WMNH) is eval-
uated by computing the monthly average of the w-components available at hourly frequency. These averages 
were computed in the tropical latitudes belt [5°S−15°N] because it includes the AMI, the Atlantic Cold Tongue 
(ACT) and the strong upward motions along the northern Brazilian coasts. The retrieved vertical velocity (WQT) 
includes the full forcing Qtot of Equation 2.

The monthly fields WMNH and WQT averaged over the MABL (≃600 m) point out that patterns of WQT are 
faithful to those of WMNH (Figures 7a and 7b). In particular WQT well captures upward motions in the AMI and 
along the Northeastern coasts of Brazil, and downward motions which occur in the Gulf of Guinea and over the 
ACT. WQT also captures the wind convergence axis (WMNH > 0) in the south hemisphere which hit the Brazil-
ian continent between 12°S and 5°S where heavy precipitation occurred especially in Recife on 17 June (Silva 
et al., 2018).

Biases of WQT versus WMNH display a dipole of positive/negative values in both hemispheres and in the AMI, 
respectively (Figure 7c). Such biases (0.005 m s −1) represent at maximum 50% of the magnitude of the verti-
cal velocity (0.01 m s −1) and show that the inversion method tends to underestimate upward and downward 
motions in and off the AMI, respectively. Such underestimates can be due to the lack of precision of Q-vector 
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forcings available at hourly frequency only and to the maximum number of iterations of the inversion algorithm 
(Equation 4).

Monthly mean vertical profiles of WMNH and WQT (Figure 8a) averaged over the AMI area, defined by the black 
lines in Figure 7a show that WQT has similar variations to WMNH but with weaker amplitudes. The bias reaches 
its maximum (0.001 m s −1) in the layer [2500–10000 m] (Figure 8a). On the other hand, the standard deviations 
(STD) of WMNH and WQT (Figure 8b) are very close over the troposphere meaning a reasonable performance 
of the inversion algorithm. The standard deviations are one order of magnitude stronger than averages meaning 
a strong time variability of the vertical velocity. The root mean square (RMS) between WQT and WMNH does 
not exceed 25% of the standard deviation of WMNH meaning that the time variability of WMNH is fairly well 
captured by WQT on the vertical. These results confirm the good level of accuracy of the inversion algorithm 
(Equation 4). This gives some confidence to investigate the processes which produce vertical motions in the 
tropical Atlantic with a focus on the AMI.

4.3. W-Components

4.3.1. Marine Atmospheric Boundary Layer

This Section aims at identifying the physical processes responsible of upward motions which occur in the AMI 
and along the north Brazilian coasts (Figures  7a and  7b) through the Q-vectors decomposition of the verti-
cal velocity. The monthly mean diabatic and dynamic components of the vertical velocity are averaged over 
the MABL and presented in Figures 9 and 10, respectively. The MABL height is diagnosed from the potential 
temperature criterion defined end of Section 3.

Regarding the diabatic w-components, upward motions are induced by WQB while downward motions are 
induced by WQRAD and WQCONV (Figure 9). The negative contribution of WQCONV corresponds to the evap-
oration of precipitation within the boundary layer in the deep convective regime. The negative/positive dipole of 
WQRAD associated with low-levels clouds and the positive/negative dipole of WQB in the western and eastern 
equatorial Atlantic, respectively, are fairly well collocated with SSTs close to 29°C, the ACT and the Current of 
Angola. This suggests a partial control of the SST on the diabatic w-components. This question is investigated 
in Section 4.4.

Regarding the dynamic w-components, the frontogenesis component WQV is by far the leading source of ascent 
motion up to 0.1 m s −1, particularly along the West-East slant-oriented w axis and along the north Brazilian coasts 
(Figure 10). WQV is also active on the north flank of the AMI around 10°N (Figure 7a) but with much weaker 
intensities. WQVAG is negative and weakens WQV everywhere while WQTR weakens/reinforces WQV south/
north of the West-East slant w axis. The significant intensities of WQVAG and WQTR indicate that TWI plays an 
important role in the AMI dynamics. WQD has more moderate intensities but cannot be neglected due to offsets 
between the other components. WQD induces downward motions in the core of the AMI at the exit of the African 
continent and in the Gulf of Guinea and upward motions in the western Atlantic and along the north and south 
flanks of the AMI. Finally the component WQBETA is neglected because it is at least one order of magnitude 
weaker than others.

Figure  11 displays the different terms of the balance, WQBAL obtained as: WQBAL  =  WQBV  +  WQADJ 
(Figure 11c) where WQBV = WQB + WQV (Figure 11a) and WQADJ = WQVAG + WQTR (Figure 11b). It 
highlights that the boundary-layer vertical velocity in the AMI basically results from the competition between 
the upward forcings by the buoyancy (WQB) and by the frontogenesis (WQV) contributions on one hand and the 
subsidence contribution by the ageostrophic circulation (WQVAG and WQTR) on the other hand.

A complementary view is given by the decomposition of WMNH into its diabatic WQDIAB and dynamic 
WQDYN contributions which are shown in Figure 12. The opposition between WQDIAB and WQDYN indicates 
that the vertical velocity in the AMI and the ACT region mainly results of a competition between diabatic and 
dynamic processes and not of a constructive contributions of same signs. This suggests that diabatic and dynamic 
processes adjust themselves in order to minimize the TWI, in accordance with Le Chatelier's principle. WQDYN 
mainly explains the ascents patterns of WMNH from the African coasts to the Caribbeans north of 5°N, while 
WQDIAB mainly explains the ascents along the North Brazilian coasts from the equator to 10°N. As WQV and 
WQADJ control WQDYN, and WQB controls WQDIAB, we conclude that the wind convergence in the MABL 
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mainly results from temperature and TWI deformations in the AMI and from the buoyancy fluxes in the western 
Atlantic. Note that the decrease of WMNH at the exit of Africa just north of the slant w axis is attributable to the 
weakening of the positive components WQV and WQTR which highlight the negative component WQD.

To summarize this analysis, meridional profiles across the AMI (see Figure 7a) in the MABL are presented in 
Figure 13. The SST increases from the equator to 4°N and is constant close to 29°C in the range [4−8°N] and 
decreases further to the north (Figure 13a). The accumulated precipitation (Figure 13b) displays broadly the same 
variations. This confirms that SST plays an important role in the atmosphere stability, but it is noteworthy that the 
peak of precipitation at 5°N, namely on the southern flanks of the AMI, is not collocated with the SST maximum 
but corresponds to meridional wind convergence (Figure 13c) and negative temperature gradient (Figure 13d) at 
2 m high. These gradients produce intense positive WQV (not shown) driving WQDYN and finally the resulting 
total vertical velocity WMNH (Figure 13e). Interestingly the peak of precipitation around 5°N is associated with 
a dynamically driven ascent within the MABL. Precipitation in the range of latitudes [6°−9°N] are associated 
with more moderate WMNH which are mainly controlled by WQB (not shown) and finally WQDIAB (Figure 13e).

Temporal Variability. The Hovmöller diagram of WMNH through the AMI on the latitudinal cross section 
[0°−12°N] at the longitude 20°W (Figure 7a) highlights narrow lines of intense upward motion (Figure 14a) and 
precipitation rate (100 mm/day) (Figure 14b) which mark the south (more intense) and north (less intense) AMI 
flanks. The large latitudinal oscillations of these lines represent the spatiotemporal variability of the AMI which 
is first well captured by WQV and then by WQB (Figures 14c and 14d). WQB and WQV are the main sources of 
upward motion on the AMI flanks but have intensities larger than WMNH. The negative ageostrophic adjustment 
WQADJ (Figure 14d) leads to a budget WQBAL = WQV + WQB + WQADJ (Figure 14f) in good accordance 
with WMNH (Figure  14a). This result confirms the previous monthly findings that the frontogenesis (WQV) 
and buoyancy flux (WQB) w-components are positive primary forcings which are regulated by the ageostrophic 
adjustment process (WQADJ) in the MABL of the AMI.

4.3.2. Vertical Structure

Tropospheric View. In the vertical cross section, WMNH displays two main branches of intense vertical motions 
up to 14,000 m high located at 5°N and 8°N (Figure 15a). These locations correspond to the southern and north-
ern bounds of the AMI and define in some extent the envelope of the AMI. Two poles of maximum vertical 
velocity (w ≃ 0.05 m s −1) are found around 11,000 m and two others of weaker intensity below 2,000 m. The 

Figure 8. Using averages for June 2010 evaluated over the AMI (see Figure 7a for area), shown are (a) simulated vertical 
velocity WMNH (m s −1) and retrieved vertical velocity WQT (m s −1), (b) standard deviation (STD) of WMNH and WQT and 
root mean square (RMS) error (m s −1).
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wind vector 𝐴𝐴 (𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣) superimposed on the vertical cross-section highlights the presence of a shallow meridional 
circulation below 4,000 m on the south flank of the AMI. This shallow circulation is discussed below.

Opposition of the diabatic WQDIAB and dynamic WQDYN contributions to WMNH highlighted in the MABL 
(Figure 12) is confirmed in this vertical cross section (Figures 15b and 15c) up to 2,000 m approximately. Above 
the MABL, WQDIAB and WQDYN become constructive particularly in the southern (5°N) and northern (8°N) 
ascent branches of the AMI. Although the diabatic component is a structuring term in the peak convective area, 
it should be noted that surprisingly the dynamic part also contributes to the ascent and plays an important role in 
the construction of WMNH, particularly above 10,000 m. At such levels, the vertical shear of the easterly wind 
associated with the Tropical Easterly Jet (TEJ) is highly likely to be the cause of high WQTR intensities (not 
shown) but a deeper analysis is out of the scope of this study.

Now the temperature equation is used to estimate the respective contributions of the diabatic and dynamic terms 
to WMNH in the vertical cross section. These estimates were deduced from the stationarized temperature equa-
tion (∂θ/∂t = 0), that is a reasonable assumption at monthly scale. In this thermodynamic framework, the diabatic 
contribution (WWTG) corresponds to the WTG approximation and the dynamic contribution (WDYN) is esti-
mated as residual between WMNH and WWTG, as follows:

⎧
⎪
⎨
⎪
⎩

𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊 𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊 = �̇�𝑄𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑∕
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊 = 𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊 𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊 +𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊

 (5)

where 𝐴𝐴 �̇�𝑄𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 is the diabatic heating which includes radiative, turbulent, deep, and shallow convective forcings.

It can be seen in Figure 16 that WWTG is already a good estimate of WMNH in the free troposphere, however 
the dynamic component WDYN cannot be neglected in relation to WWTG showing that there is strong imbalance 

Figure 9. June boundary-layer averages of (a) buoyancy, (b) radiation superimposed with SST (°C), and (c) convection 
w-components (m s −1).
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between the diabatic and dynamic forcings. In fact, the WTG approximation is intended to estimate the large-scale 
vertical velocity in the free atmosphere in order to force high-resolution cloud resolving models, which then 
resolve the fine-scale vertical velocity. In the boundary-layer the WTG method relaxes w to zero at the surface 
using a simple linear function (Herman & Raymond, 2014). It is therefore expected that WTG is no longer valid 
in the boundary-layer and for representing small-scale processes because it was not built for that. On the other 
hand, WWTG and WDYN have similar patterns to WQDIAB and WQDYN (Figures 15b and 15c), respectively, 
indicating that the thermodynamic and Q-vector approaches are consistent. The differences between WWTG and 
WQDIAB are partly attributed to the omission of the stretching term 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

2 𝜕𝜕
2
𝑤𝑤

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕2
 in the WTG approximation. This result 

emphasizes that vertical motion does not only result from the balance between vertical temperature advection and 
diabatic forcing, as in the WTG approximation, but it also results from dynamical forcings, which are not present 
in the temperature equation, in accordance with Sobel and Neelin (2006) and Martin et al. (2016). However, a 
more robust assessment of the WTG approximation would be to have multiple validation realizations against a 
set of models. To our knowledge, the contribution of the dynamic part has not been so explicitly quantified in the 
literature and offers an interesting approach to extend current WTG theories outside the deep tropics.

Low-Levels Dynamics. Attention is now paid the vertical velocity and its components in the first 4,000  m 
(Figure 17). WMNH (Figure 17a) displays two relative maxima of vertical velocity around 1,500 m and 2,000 m 
at 5°N and 8°N, respectively, which are part of the two main ascent motions, shown on Figure 15a. Figure 17b 
points out that the strongest vertical velocity increases occur in the first 1,500 m, suggesting that boundary-layer 
processes are at stake in production of such divergence.

Two distinct layers are considered in the following because of different balances. The first layer lies in the MABL 
(z < 600 m) and the second one refers to the layer [600–2,000 m]. WQV (Figure 17c) and WQB (Figure 17f) are 
the two positive contributions to WMNH in the area of the south flank of the AMI around 5°N (Figure 17a). These 
strongest ascent contributions by the frontogenetic (WQV) and buoyancy (WQB) components (0.1 m s −1) whose 

Figure 10. June boundary-layer averages of (a) frontogenesis, (b) ageostrophic, (c) trend, and (d) turbulent momentum 
w-components (m s −1).
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joined contribution WQBV = WQB + WQV (Figure 17i) is primarily balanced by WQADJ (Figure 17d) (this 
confirms the balance in the MABL already shown in Figures 11a and 11b) and to a lesser extent by WQCONV 
(Figure  17g) and by WQD (Figure  17e). Note that the high intensity of WQV in the MABL, particularly in 
the latitude range [4°−6°N], is consistent with the surface convergences of wind and temperature shown in 
Figures 13c–13e.

It is noteworthy to point out that deep convection induces downward motion (WQCONV < 0) in lower layers 
which is associated with evaporation of precipitation. The negative contribution of WQCONV and WQD in the 
range of latitudes [5°−7°N] explains the local minimum of WMNH. On the northern flank of the AMI around 
8°N, WQV and WQB have moderate intensities compared to the southern one and contribute to upward motion in 

Figure 11. June boundary-layer averages w-components (m s −1) of (a) WQBV = WQB + WQV, (b) 
WQADJ = WQVAG + WQTR, and (c) the budget WQBAL = WQBV + WQADJ.

Figure 12. June boundary-layer averages of (a) diabatic (WQDIAB = WQB + WQCONV + WQRAD) and (b) dynamic 
(WQDYN = WQV + WQVAG + WQTR + WQD + WQBETA) w-components (m s −1).
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Figure 13. [y − z] cross section at the longitude 20°W of (a) SST (°C), (b) accumulated precipitation (mm), (c) meridional 
gradient of meridional wind (∂v/∂y, s −1), (d) meridional gradient of temperature (∂θ/∂y, K m −1), (e) vertical velocity (m s −1).

Figure 14. Hovmöller diagram across the AMI on the latitudinal cross section [0°−12°N] at the longitude 20°W of (a) 
simulated vertical velocity WMNH (m s −1), (b) precipitation (mm day −1), (c) frontogenesis (WQV), (d) buoyancy (WQB), (e) 
adjustment (WQADJ = WQVAG + WQTR), and (f) budget WQV + WQB + WQADJ w-components (m s −1). x axis displays 
the Julian days (JD) between 1 June (JD = 151) to 30 June (JD = 181).
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the same order of magnitude than WQRAD (Figure 17f) and WQD. Note that WQD is source of upward motions 
close to the equator.

Above the MABL in the layer [600–2,000 m], WQADJ (Figure 17d) and WQRAD (Figure 17h) become sources 
of ascent motions which are attributed to the vertical shear of the meridional wind at the MABL top (Figure 17i) 
and to low-levels clouds, respectively. Because of latent heat release the deep convection component WQCONV 
(Figure 17g) becomes positive in the layer [2,000–4,000 m] and prevails the diabatic component WQDIAB at 
higher levels (Figure 15b).

Figure 17i highlights the well-known tropical shallow meridional circulation described in Zhang et al. (2004) 
which consists of ascending motions at 5°N, a southerly inflow below 2,000 m, and a northerly return flow in the 
layer [2,000–4,000 m]. The fairly good spatial correspondence between the positive forcing WQBV (Figure 17i) 
with the southerly inflow convergence and the WMNH divergence in the MABL (z < 600 m) suggests that the 
engine of this shallow circulation is driven by diffusive and shallow convective heatings and frontogenesis. In the 
vertical wind-shear area [600–2,000 m], the positive components WQADJ ≃ WQTR; which results of the stretch-
ing of the ageostrophic vorticity; and WQRAD are grouped in the variable WQRADJ = WQRAD + WQADJ. It can 
be seen in Figure 17j that WQRADJ sustains the meridional wind convergence and thus the increase of WMNH 
above the MABL. In the layer [2,000–4,000 m] the decrease of WMNH forces the northerly return flow because 
of the collapse of WQRAD and WQADJ and moderate positive contribution of WQCONV.

Now the vertical structures of the w-components are investigated at the AMI scale. At each vertical level, the 
w-components are averaged over the domain which encompasses the strongest vertical velocities (see the domain 
in Figure 7a). The vertical distributions of the averaged w-components over the AMI domain (Figure 18) confirms 
the results obtained on the vertical section (Figure 17), in particular for the contributions of ascent motion.

To summarize this analysis, the meridional wind convergence and the associated upward motions in the first 
2,000 m are generated by distinct processes which are:

Figure 15. [y − z] cross section at the longitude 20°W of vertical velocity (m s −1) (a) simulation (WMNH), (b) diabatic 
(WQDIAB), and (c) dynamic (WQDYN) w-components.
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•  The frontogenesis WQV and buoyancy WQB w-components in the MABL (z < 600 m)
•  The ageostrophic WQADJ and radiation WQRAD w-component in layer [600–2,000 m]

Finally in Figures 17 and 18, it can be seen that the combination of all processes are needed to retrieve faithfully 
the patterns of the total vertical velocity. This result points out that the vertical velocity in the AMI results of 
complex interactions between diabatic and dynamic processes.

4.4. Boundary-Layer Vertical Velocity Adjustment to the Marine Surface

In this section, we assess the role of the marine surface properties on the wind convergence (vertical velocity) 
in the MABL of the AMI. To estimate this connection, the time correlation computed at hourly frequency, of 
WMNH to the SST (COR < WMNH, SST >) is first shown Figure 19a. This correlation is weak and does not show 
a clear signature of the AMI excepted perhaps on the south and north flanks of the AMI where organized patterns 
emerge weakly. Consequently, SST does not seem to be a relevant surface parameter for controlling the temporal 
variability of the wind convergence in the MABL. However, the correlation of WMNH to the surface buoyancy 
flux (FBUO) (COR < WMNH, FBUO >) presented in Figure 19b shows positive values and organized patterns in 
the AMI and along the North Brazilian coasts. This result points out the significant link between FBUO and the 
circulation which indicates that the atmosphere rather responds to surface fluxes than to SST. Clearly, the correla-
tion COR < WQB, FBUO > gives the background to COR < WMNH, FBUO > (Figure 19c) because FBUO is the 
surface boundary-condition of the buoyancy Q-vector Qb. High values of COR < WQV, FBUO > are found on the 
south flank of the AMI and along the Guinea coasts where the temperature convergence is strong (Figure 19d). 
Correlations COR  <  WQD, FBUO  >  (Figure  19e) and COR  <  WQTR, FBUO  >  (Figure  19f) contribute to 
COR  <  WMNH, FBUO  >  (Figure  19b) mainly on the north and south flanks of the AMI. To conclude the 
surface buoyancy flux FBUO imprints a control more efficient than SST on the vertical velocity in the MABL 
mainly through the buoyancy flux (WQB), frontogenesis (WQV), Ekman pumping (WQD), and TWI (WQTR) 
w-components, by decreasing order of relevance for the AMI. These four correlations indicate the routes by which 

Figure 16. [y − z] cross section at the longitude 20°W of vertical velocity (m s −1) (a) simulation (WMNH), deduced from the 
temperature equation (b) diabatic (WWTG), (c) dynamic (WDYN) components.
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FBUO controls the wind convergence in the MABL. The same conclusions were obtained when considering the 
correlations between the w-components and the Laplacian of surface buoyancy flux, but with opposite signs.

5. Summary and Discussion
The eight w-components of the generalized ω-equation based on the Q-vectors approach were diagnosed on a 
validated mesoscale simulation of the AMI during June 2010, in order to identify the physical processes which 
generate upward motion in the AMI. This study has shown that the combination of all processes is needed to 
retrieve faithfully the patterns of the vertical velocity. This result points out that the vertical velocity in the AMI 
results of complex interactions between diabatic and dynamic processes.

Figure 17. [y − logz] cross section at the longitude 20°W of (a) the simulated vertical velocity WMNH (m s −1), (b) WMNH divergence (∂w/∂z, s −1) and the vertical 
velocity components (m s −1) (c) frontogenesis (WQV), (d) ageostrophic adjustment (WQADJ), (e) turbulent momentum (WQD), (f) buoyancy (WQB), (g) convection 
(WQCONV), (h) radiation (WQRAD), (i) WQBV = WQB + WQV, (j) WQRAD + WQADJ, (k) WQB + WQV + WQCONV + WQRAD + WQRAD. Superimposed isolines 
on Figures (i) and (j) represent the meridional wind (m s −1) highlighting the shallow meridional circulation in the vertical cross section. Figures (c, d, f, g, h, i, j, k) 
share the colorbar of Figure (a).
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Diagnostics of w-components from inversion of the ω-equation, offer the 
possibility to propose a conceptual scheme of the vertical dynamics of the 
AMI. The main sources of upward motion in the AMI distribute on the verti-
cal into three layers, which are:

•  MABL (z  <  600 m): Frontogenesis WQV and buoyancy WQB 
w-components balanced by the ageostrophic adjustment WQADJ 
w-component

•  Layer [600–2,000 m]: Ageostrophic adjustment WQADJ and radiative 
WQRAD w-components balanced by the deep convection WQCONV 
w-component

•  Layer [2,000–15,000 m]: Ageostrophic adjustment WQADJ and convec-
tive WQCONV w-components

In the MABL (z < 600 m) the sources of upward motions are primarily the 
frontogenesis mechanism WQV and the convergence of buoyancy flux WQB, 
but these processes are mainly regulated by the ageostrophic adjustment 
WQADJ, which is active when residuals TWI are not canceled. The MABL 
balance (WQV + WQB + WQADJ) appeared to be robust since it also well 
captures latitudinal oscillations of the full vertical velocity and precipitation 
during June 2010, meaning that boundary-layer processes play a central role 

in the AMI dynamics. In addition, WQV and WQB in the MABL were identified as the primary components 
of the engine of the shallow meridional circulation, which is characterized by a southerly inflow and a strong 
w-divergence below 2,000 m, and a northerly return flow in the layer [2,000–4,000 m], between the equator and 
10°N.

The existence of a shallow meridional circulation was evidenced in the eastern tropical Pacific (Zhang et al., 2004) 
from observations collected during the field campaign of EPIC in 2001. Trenberth et al. (2000) also diagnosed 
shallow circulations in analyses products in other tropical basins. These authors mentioned that the shallow 
meridional circulations in the tropics may have significant climatic implications through its effects on the MABL 
properties. The causes of such shallow circulations remain speculative and often argue on the meridional gradient 
of SST (Lindzen & Nigam, 1987) and momentum entrainment at the top of the MABL (Stevens et al., 2002), 

Figure 18. Vertical distributions of vertical velocity components (m s −1) 
averaged over the AMI domain (see Figure 7).

Figure 19. Time correlations of the w-components of WMNH with the SST and the surface buoyancy flux FBUO.
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which tend to reduce the southerlies. An alternative mechanism might lie in the different response of the atmos-
phere depending on the height of diabatic heating.

Wu (2003) examined the circulations driven by deep and shallow heatings. His findings show that the temper-
ature perturbation generated by deep convective heating at high levels cannot be amplified because the diabatic 
heating is rapidly balanced by the adiabatic cooling due to upward motion. The temperature perturbation driven 
by shallow heating is trapped near the heating area as a consequence, it cannot be balanced by adiabatic cooling 
through upward motion and a negative temperature gradient forms at the MABL top. In response to this temper-
ature perturbation, a shallow circulation sets up and intensifies the heat source by convergence of buoyancy. 
Therefore, the system of shallow heating and driven circulation is unstable unless deep convection consumes 
the excessive low-levels energy. Finally, the circulation driven by deep heating does not feedback on low-level 
convergence and the deep heating cannot be self-sustaining.

In light of the mechanism proposed by Wu (2003), WQB can be viewed as the first dynamic response to the 
MABL heating which is amplified by convergence of temperature, namely the frontogenesis WQV. Our results 
show that the ageostrophic adjustment WQADJ and radiative WQRAD forcings propagate the southerly inflow 
and the associated w-divergence above the MABL in the layer [600–2,000 m]. WQADJ plays an important role 
in these low-levels because it acts as a regulator of the forcings WQB and WQV in the MABL, while it boosts the 
vertical velocity just above the MABL. This behavior has to be related to the temperature perturbations mentioned 
by Wu (2003) because it destroys the thermal-wind balance and finally produces TWI within the MABL and 
above it in the wind-shear area. Furthermore, Bretherton et al.  (2005) and Nolan et al.  (2007) mentioned the 
strengthening of the shallow circulation by radiation but this forcing was not identified as a driving mechanism. 
However, Dixit et al. (2008) found that the cloud-induced radiative flux modification affects the lower-level over-
turning circulation and the width of the ITCZ, in agreement with our results. Note that a negative feedback of the 
deep convection (WQCONV < 0) on the circulation convergence was found below 2,000 m, suggesting that the 
deep convection acts as a teleconnection from high to low levels.

At high levels, WQADJ is also a significant source of upward motion in the TEJ (z ≃ 12,000 m) in order to coun-
teract the TWI induced by convection latent heat release (WQCONV). In the free troposphere ([2,000–15,000 m]) 
our results extend the existing WTG framework in which only the diabatic heating (convection here) and stabil-
ity determine the vertical velocity. The significance of the adjustment contribution, linked to the ageostrophic 
circulation and tendency is the main mechanism at stake. It adds a supplementary ascent in the convective core. 
Dixit et al. (2008) mentioned that surface convergence and the ITCZ is thought to be driven predominantly by 
boundary-layer processes while by dynamics rather than by thermodynamics processes at high levels in the 
atmosphere. Our results confirm these propositions, and particularly the strong dynamic contribution WQDYN at 
high levels, mostly through the WQTR w-component. The Ekman pumping WQD was not identified as a major 
contribution in the MABL at local scale. These results are in agreement with those of Byrne and Thomas (2019) 
who showed that Ekman pumping is insufficient for estimating vertical velocity close to and within the ITCZ 
suggesting that non-Ekman dynamical processes need to be accounted for.

Conclusions of studies based on linear idealized models cited in the introduction are in broad accordance with 
the SST-induced pressure adjustment mechanism and vertical momentum mixing (Sweet et al., 1981), for driving 
the boundary-layer wind convergence and upward motions in the tropics. This pressure adjustment mechanism 
is associated with boundary-layer temperature gradients, which are closely related to SST gradients (Lindzen 
& Nigam, 1987). In our approach the pressure adjustment mechanism is taken into account into the processes 
involved in the temperature gradient evolution, namely the diabatic (WQB, WQRAD, WQCONV) and frontoge-
netic (WQV) components, while the momentum vertical mixing mechanism is represented by the WQD compo-
nent. The major role of the pressure adjustment in the MABL wind convergence is confirmed by WQB and WQV 
in this study but these components give advanced insights into the processes which cause this adjustment. In the 
literature the pressure adjustment mechanism (Lindzen & Nigam, 1987) refers to the Laplacian of pressure which 
is driven by the Laplacian of SST or temperature in the MABL (Foussard et al., 2019). Our approach shows why 

the Laplacian operator is involved in the diagnosis of the vertical velocity 𝐴𝐴

(
𝑤𝑤 ∝ −∇⃗.�⃗�𝑄

)
 , identifies the various 

diabatic contributions (shallow and deep convection, radiation, diffusion), which alter the pressure, and take into 
account their vertical distributions, which is usually not the case mainly in simplified approaches. On the other 
hand, the frontogenesis mechanism, mentioned by Wu (2003) in its academic study, is the main source of upward 
motion in the present real case, particularly in the southern flank of the AMI. Our findings have also shown that 
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the ageostrophic adjustment component (WQADJ) balances and regulates the diabatic positive components WQB 
and WQV in the boundary-layer in order to minimize the TWI, in accordance with the Le Chatelier's principle. 
This negative feedback is an original result not addressed in the literature to our knowledge, while it is also an 
important forcing at low and high levels. In the Lindzen and Nigam (1987) model, a nonlocal effect of the deep 
convection heating is specified to limit the boundary-layer wind convergence. This constraint is represented 
with a back-pressure formulation for free-tropospheric feedbacks on the boundary-layer. In the present study, the 
back-pressure effects could be attributed to the convective-induced cooling at low levels, resulting in a negative 
WQCONV.

If it is reasonable to expect a direct relationship between the SST, wind convergence and finally convection, an 
actual relationship between the local SST and the atmospheric circulation over warm oceans is rather complex 
because of the influence of dynamic and diabatic processes that govern atmospheric circulation in lower and 
middle troposphere. As consequence, regions of the warmest SST, maximum surface wind convergence are 
necessarily not collocated (Meenu et al., 2012). In this study time correlations were used to estimate the connec-
tions between the boundary-layer vertical velocity to the SST and surface buoyancy flux in the AMI. The corre-
lations revealed a weak control of the SST, excepted where SST gradients are stronger on the northern and 
southern flanks of the AMI, while a strong control of the surface buoyancy flux on the vertical velocity. Highest 
correlations, in decreasing order of intensity, are obtained with the WQB, WQV, WQTR, and WQD components 
showing the processes involved in the coupling between the surface buoyancy flux and the boundary-layer circu-
lation. These processes can be viewed as the pathways by which the surface buoyancy flux controls the wind 
convergence. The diabatic WQB component is the straightforward path for this coupling by construction, and 
the dynamic WQV, WQTR and WQD components are indirect paths associated with surface buoyancy-induced 
temperature and wind anomalies. These results suggest that surface buoyancy flux has a potential to be more 
informative than SST in boundary-layer wind convergence and support the idea that the atmospheric moist static 
energy is a key parameter for driving the atmospheric circulation (Byrne & Thomas, 2019; Chou et al., 2009; 
Sobel & Neelin, 2006). In particular, Byrne and Thomas (2019) proposed an estimation of the vertical velocity in 
the ITCZ which scales with the Laplacian of the departure of boundary-layer moist static energy from a critical 
distribution. This expression is consistent with the diabatic w-component WQDIAB and the weak temperature 
gradient approximation (Sobel et al., 2001) but excludes the dynamics contributions WQDYN, which is a signifi-
cant part of the large-scale circulation (Martin et al., 2016). This study aimed at paving the route to an integrated 
dynamic and thermodynamic framework to open perspectives toward an unified theory of the ITCZ/AMI. We 
propose that the generalized ω-equation can be viewed as a general framework that can be used to extend avail-
able theories like the WTG approach in the free troposphere and the boundary-layer and to shed light to the 
connection between the oceanic surface, the boundary-layer and the ITCZ.

Data Availability Statement
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